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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stoker conjectured [l], some twenty years ago, that the equation 
ji+sin$+y=O (1) 
possesses an infinite number of periodic solutions which are alternateIy 
stable and unstable. Recently (1) an some of its generalizations have been d 
studied by a number of workers [2-51. Hochstadt and Stephan [2] proved that 
ji+psini)+y=O (2) 
has an infinite number of periodic solutions for 1 p 1 sufficiently small. 
D’heedene [3] then proved that (2) has an infinite number of periodic solutions 
for all real p. Comstock [4] considered a generalization of (1) 
j-pqjg+y=o (3) 
and extended D’heedene’s result to include odd, bounded, oscillatory 
functions, F, for which the areas of the loops of F, between successive zeros, 
is nondecreasing. Ponzo and Wax [5] treated the system 
R = y -F(x), j, = -g(x) (4) 
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with g always odd, and suitably restricted, and F subject to several different 
assumptions. U-hen F satisfies Comstock’s hypotheses then (4) possesses 
a denumerably infinite number of periodic solutions; when F is even and 
Lipschitzian then (4) admits a nondenumerable number of periodic solutions. 
It follows from this that a nondenumerable number of periodic solutions 
have neutral orbital stability. 
Here we study (3) under assumptions concerning F different from those 
used by Comstock, but which also include F(9) = sin 3. In particular 
the function F need not be odd. We prove that under some conditions (3) 
will have, for sufficiently small p’, an infinite number of periodic solutions 
which are alternately stable and unstable. Our results thus verify, for 
sufficiently small p, Stoker’s and another [6], stability conjecture. 
We write (3) in the equivalent form 
2 = --y + pF(.u), jJ = .r. (5) 
Solutions of (5) will often be described in the X-Y plane. 
On introducing polar coordinates x = Y cos 19, y = r sin 0, (5) becomes 
r’ = p cos BF(Y cos e), 0 = 1 - (p/r) sin BF(r cos 0) 
or 
dr p cos 8 F(Y cos e) 
de= 1 - (p/y) sin BF(r cos 0) ’ (6) 
Our hypotheses on F(x) are 
(Hl) for all / s 1 < b 
F’(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, with Lipschitz constant L, and 
1 F(x)1 < ‘-1. 
Let 
A4 = ;. J; cos e F(x cos 8) de. (7) 
We require that 
(H2) for 0 < a < x < b 
(a) There exists an increasing sequence of zeros of J(X), {,a$; if b = CO, 
then z, 4 CO as n -+ CD. 
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(b) In every interval (z, , zn,.r) there are points for which 
I “WI > 4A 
for some o( > 0. 
(c) There exists a constant /3 > 0 such that 
I J’(x)1 b tw whenever / J(x)\ < a/&. 
Remarks. 1) There is no loss in generality in assuming, in (Hl), that 
the bound on F is unity, for if 1 F Imax # 1 then one can redefine p so that 
the bound becomes unity. 
2) If (HI) and (H2a) are satisfied, and the zeros of J are simple, then 
(H2b) and (H2c) will b e satisfied automatically, when b < co. The (H2b) 
and (H2c) assumptions are needed precisely for the case of the infinite interval. 
3) It will be evident, from the proof of Theorem 1 below (on existence 
of periodic solutions) that the differentiability hypothesis F’ E Lip(--b, b) in 
(Hl) can be weakened to F E C’(--b, b). 
4) Note that all FE C*(-co, co) periodic functions of zero mean 
satisfy (Hl), with b = co. If F E C*(--co, co) periodic, but of nonzero mean, 
say aof then the integral of F becomes unbounded, as x+ co. However 
the shifted quantities Y = y - pa, , F*(x) = F(x) - a, can be used, in (.5), 
and F*(x) will satisfy (Hl). 
5) It follows, from (H~c), that the zeros of J(X) are simple 
(nonrepeated). 
6) One noteworthy example of a function which satisfies both (H 1) and 
(H2), with b = 00, is F(x) = sin X. In this case J(X) = /i(x), the Bessel 
function of the first kind, of order one. 
Other functions satisfying (Hl) and (H2) will be discussed in Section 4. 
2. EXISTENCE AND LOCATION OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
A solution of (6) starting at 7 = r(0) = r. , with 0 = 0, will return to the 
positive x axis at 7 = ~(2~r) = y1 . We prove the existence of periodic solutions 
of (6), and thus of (5) by showing that the 7. -+ rl mapping, generated by 
the solutions of (6), contains fixed points. These fixed points are the positive x 
intercepts of the periodic orbits in the x-y plane. 
We show, in addition, that at least one periodic orbit intercepts the positive 
x axis in an intervaI O(p) about each sufficiently large Z, , as p -+ 0, and that 
these are the only periodic solutions. The number of periodic solutions is 
infinite if b = co. 
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2.1. \\‘e shall use two inequalities repeatedly, which we obtain here. 
\Ve restrict ourselves throughout to the region r > 2p, in the r-0 plane. 
In this region the denominator of (6) is bounded below by 4, therefore 
) dr/de j ..I 2~. =1 solution of (6) starting at r = r,, , 0 == 0 will then satisf! 
ro - 2~0 s\ r --:. r,, + 2~8, and therefore certainly satisfy r. - 4np 5:: r ‘:.. 
r. + 477-p for 0 :Y:. B ,.< 2~. Thus if r,, - bp 2: 2~ then r 3 2p for 0 in 
[0, 2~1. Furthermore, choosing r 0 2: 8np will guarantee that 
r ::r: ro/2 > 2p (8) 
for 0 in [0,27~]. It is (8) that we will need. 
2.2. M’e first bound the orbit starting at y. . 
We rewrite (6) as 
where 
dr/de = /L cos e F(Y, cos e) + El + E, , 
and 
El = p cos 8[F(Y cos e) - F(Y, cos e)] 
E = 2 sin B cos 6F”(r cos e) 
2 
Y 1 - (P/Y) sin eqy cos e) 
(9) 
Using (S), and / sin 0 cos 0 1 :I; 3 gives 
( E2 1 ..< 2p2/ro . (10) 
Now E, = p cos2 e(r - Y~)F’(Y* cos t9), where I* lies between y. and r. 
Therefore 
1 E, 1 5;: p4 1 r - Y,, /. (11) 
On integrating (9) one obtains 
r -ro == P j-~cos$F(r, cos$)@ -1 [,q(, + E,)dqA (12) 
and therefore, using (10) and (1 l), one can write 
1 Y - y. 1 5: p 1 11 cos +F(Y, cos 4) d+ ( + yA i,” 1 r - y. 1 d+ + y . (13) 
We need (and now find) an upper bound on I = s: cos 4 F(yo cos $) d+ 
before we can exploit (13). 
Choose a y arbitrarily (for the moment) in (0,7r/2]. 
IfO<e.Sy,then/I) <y. 
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If y 5; B < 7r - y, then (symbolically), 
s s e I= ?,+ 0 ‘, 
The first integral is bounded in magnitude by y. Integrating the second 
integral by parts yields 
- $ kOt dfcyn cos 4~1: + ; jho cos 4)dkot +h Y 
wheref(x) = J~F(u) du. 
An upper bound for each part is (2/r,) B cot y. Since cot y < ?r/2y when 
0 < y < n/2, then 
I I I G Y + (277Blr,,y). 
Finally, if 7r - y < 0 < rr, then 
The above arguments can also be used for n < 0 < 27~. Therefore 
1 I ( < 4y + (hB/r,,y) for 0 in [0,27r]. 
We now choose that value of y, namely y = (~B/Y,,)‘/~, which minimizes 
the upper bound on 1 I I. Correspondingly 
1 I / < 8(TfB/r(p2. (‘4) 
We have required, in the above derivation, that y < n/2, which means that 
we must consider only those solutions of (6) which start at 0 = 0 with 
rn > 4B/rr. (‘5) 
Note that if p < B/n and if yr, satisfies (15) then (8) will be satisfied. 
We use the bound (14) in (13), apply Gronwall’s lemma, and obtain 
1 y - Yn / < p[8(n-B/rJ1!2 + (4~p/rJ] exp[+M]. 
Thus whenever 0 < 6 < 2rr, and yn satisfies (15), there exists some constant 
k, , independent of p and yn such that 
2.3. We use the above bound on Y to obtain the yn - y1 mapping, 
The above bound can be used in (11) to obtain an explicit bound on 
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ive set e = 2n, r(2zq = Yl ) and use (7) to obtain, from (12) 
for some constant k, independent of p and r, , whenever p is sufficiently small 
and r0 satisfies (15). 
Notice that by (H2b) there exist points in each (zn , z,+J interval for which 
1 J(Yo)l > cd/&. 
At these points 2rrp 1 J(r,)l > 1 E(r,)l. Hence rt - r. has the sign of J(ro) at 
these points, from (16). 
Recall that J(yO) has only simple zeros. Therefore J is alternately positive 
and negative in successive (z, , z,+r) intervals. It follows, from the continuity 
of rr with respect to y. that a zero of rl - r. exists for every p for which 
a, > 4B/7r, since then any T,, in [zn , x,+J will satisfy (15). There is at least 
one fixed point of the Y, + y1 mapping for every z, > 4Bla and therefore 
at least one periodic solution of (5) for every x, > 4B/7r. If b = 03, then 
z, -+ co as p + co, and the number of fixed points, hence the number of 
periodic solutions, is infinite. 
2.4. We now show that every fixed point lies within a distance O(p) from 
a zero of J. 
If p is a fixed point then 
which leads to 
2TcLJ(P) + E(P) = 0, 
Hence there exists a A, independent of CL, for sufficiently small p, such that 
I J(y,,)I < 46 whenever lro-PI <A. 
By (H2c) it follows that 
1 JyY,)l b (Blt’G) 2 FwTF-ml~ 
in this h interval about the fixed point p. 
Now 
Jko) = J(P) + J’(ro*)(ro - PI (17) 
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(yo* between r. and p) holds, for arbitrary yo. In particular, select an y. such 
that I y. - P 1 > WV~NP + ~/PI”” P; y. will certainly then fall within the X 
interval about p for p sufficiently small. Therefore 
I J’(yo*>l 2 DwGT31. 
We found, however, that 
I J(P>I d @/24wi). 
Therefore 
I JYyo*>(yo - P)I > I J(P)1 for I y. - P I > W~WP + WPI~/~ P. 
Thus, in the h interval about p, the sign of J(yo) will be determined solely 
by the sign of J’(Y,*)(Y, - p). But J’(Y,*)(Y, - p) is both positive and negative 
in the h interval (for y. > p and y. < p). Hence J(yo) must be opposite in sign 
to J(p) somewhere in the A interval. Thus a zero of J lies between r. and p, 
hence within a distance of order I*, from p. 
The above results are summarized in 
THEOREM 1. The system (5) p assesses at least one periodic solution with x 
intercept within O(p) f o every z, > 4Blrr and no periodic orbits outside these 
O(p) interwals for Y, > 4B/7r, ;f (HZ) and (H2) hold, and p is sz@cientZy small. 
3. STABILITY OF THE PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
We prove that the periodic orbits are alternately stable and unstable by 
showing that dr,/dr, is alternately less, then greater, than unity, at the 
successive fixed points. 
3.1. We write (6) as 
drldf3 = P cos 0 F(Y cos e) + E2 , (18) 
where E, has been defined immediately after (9). 
Now Y = Y(Y~, 0); thus differentiating (18) with respect to y. yields an 
equation for z = aylayo 
dz/de = f/I COG etyr cos e) + (aE,/ay)]z. 
Solving this differential equation for z, setting z = 1 at 0 = 0, x = drl/dro 
at e = 27r, results in 
dr,- 
dr, 
- e*p CL [ ,:” ~0~2 e zqy cog e) de + 1: (2) de]. 
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Differentiating Ea with respect to r, using r 3 r0/2 and the bounds on 
F and F’, one obtains / ZE,/& 1 < Klp2/r,, , where Ki is independent of 





co9 BF’(r cos 6) d0 = COST 8 F’(r, cos 0) de 
0 0 
+s:” ~0~2 epyr cos e) - F’(r, cos e)] de. 
F’ being Lipschitz, it follows that the last integral is bounded by 
27rL / r - r. lmax < 27rLkl(p/\,/ 6). 
We conclude that 
dr 
1 = exp p 
dro 
[ J‘:” cos2 BF’(r, cos f3) de + H(r,)], (19) 
with 
I ff(r,)i < K2pz/ v’ r. ‘- ; 
K2 is independent of p and r. . 
Expanding the exponential in (19), and using (7), leads to 
where 
dr,ldy, = 1 + 2vJ’(ro) + WO), 
P(ro) < K3p2/\/. 6 
for some Ka independent of p and r. , when p is sufficiently small and 
r. > 4Blrr. 
Each fixed point lies in an O(p) neighborhood of some zero of J(ro) 
whenever r. > 4B/x, by Theorem 1. In these O(p) neighborhoods one has 
and, by (H~c), 
1 I( d 4t’ro , 
I JI(ro)I 3 B/t 6 ) I P(r,)lPv. 
Therefore dr,/du, > 1 when J’(yo) > 0, and dr,/dr, < I when /‘(r,) < 0. 
Now the sign of ]‘(ro) is the sign of J’(z,) when r. is within O(p) of 
z, > 4B/rr, since J’(rJ cannot vanish there, because of (H2c). Therefore 
dr,/dr, > 1 when J’(qJ > 0 and dr,/dr, < 1 when J’(zJ < 0 throughout 
the O(p) neighborhood of x, . This means, however, that there cannot be 
two fixed points in the same O(p) interval about z, , for suppose there were, 
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ri - r. = 0 at y. = pt and r0 = pa , say, then dr,/dr, = 1 at some intermediate 
point, p, with p1 < p < p2 , and this is impossible. 
Thus there is exactly one fixed point in the O(p) neighborhood of every 
z, > 4B/7r. These periodic orbits are stable if ]‘(zn) < 0 and unstable 
if J’(zJ > 0. Since ]‘(z,J alternates in sign at successive zeros of J, the 
periodic orbits are alternately stable and unstable. 
We have just proved 
THEOREM 2. There is a unique periodic solution of (5) with x-intercept 
in an O(p) neighborhood of every z, > 4B/7r, whenever (Hl) and (H2) are 
satisfied. These periodic orbits are alternately stable [when ]‘(z,,) < 0] and 
unstable [for J’(z,,+~) > 01. 
4. PROPERTIES OF J, COROLLARIES AND OBSERVATIONS 
We first note a property of J, treat, in order, a class of F’s which satisfy 
(H 1) and (H2) for th e entire real line (b = CO, a = 0), discuss the asymptotic 
case (b = co, a > 1), then the finite interval (b < CO), and finally solve 
an integral equation for /. 
4.1. \Ve can write (7) as 
J(x) = &- j-1” cos 19 F(x cos 13) de, 
or as 
](a-) = $ j;” cos B[F(x cos 0) - F(-x cos 0)] de. (21) 
It follows from (21), that it is only the odd part of F that contributes to 
the value of I; if F is even, then / = 0. 
Let G(s) = $[F(x) - F(-x)], then (21) can be written as 
l(x) = $ J,:” cos e qx cos e) de. (22) 
It was observed, in the Introduction, that if F(x) = sin .x then J(X) = Jo 
and (Hl) and (H2) hold. It follows from (22), that if the odd part of F(x) 
is G(x) = sin M then, whatever the even part ofF(,r) is, J(X) = hi. Further- 
more, if G(x) = 1 b, sin nx, then J(X) = x b,J,(ns). 
We have 
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COROLLARY 2.1. If (Hl) is satisjied (with b = co), if F is 27r periodic, 
F(x) = ~~sl (a, cos nx + 6, sin nx), and if / b, 1 > CL, n / & 1, then 
J(x) = ~~zf=l b,],(ns) satisfies (H2), and Theorems 1 and 2 hoEd. 
The corollary follows by observing that the first term, b,J,(x), dominates 
the sum of the others in J(X), and similarly for its derivative in J’(X), and that 
Jr(x) satisfies (H2), hence J(X) does. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let F(x) = sin(x + W) with 0 < w < 7r/2. An infinite 
number of discrete nested limit cycles exist for (5) which are alternately stable 
and unstable, when p is su$iciently small, and w # 7~12. When w = rrj2 then a 
nondenumerable set of periodic orbits exists; these orbits cover the x-y plane, and 
have neutral orbital stability. 
Proof, For w # ~12, G(X) = cos w sin X, and Theorems 1 and 2 apply. 
When w = n/2, Theorems 1 and 2 are inapplicable and J(X) -= 0. F(x) is 
then even, however, and as was mentioned in the Introduction, a non- 
denumerable set of periodic solutions exists [5]. 
Corollary 2.2 verifies, for small p, a conjecture made in [6] that a discrete 
set of periodic solutions exists for 0 < w < 7rr/2 which are alternately stable 
and unstable, and a nondenumerable set only for w = n/2. 
4.2. If b = co, a > 1 [so that J(X) satisfies (H2) asymptotically as 
x --f co] then Theorems 1 and 2 hold for periodic orbits sufficiently remote 
from the origin. 
The asymptotic behavior of J(x), given F(x) or G(x), can be derived by 
standard methods [7]; one finds that 
J(X) = (--$-)l” 1,” G(x - E2) de -t O&I-~/~) as x-+ co. 
The asymptotic behavior of J1( ) x is obtained immediately by letting 
G(X) = sin x. If G(x) = x b, sin nx, then 
J(X) N (2/~x)l/~ C (6,/V%) sin(nx - a/4). 
4.3. We illustrate the use of Theorems 1 and 2 for finite intervals by 
consideringF(x) = x - as/3 which gives, in (3), the Rayleigh equation. 
We have 
J(ro) = -& Jy [r,, cos 6 - -$ COST 01 d6’ 
= +f (4 - rOz). 
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Therefore J(2) = 0; furthermore J’(2) < 0. Also, since 
p(5) d5 = f (1 - $), 
then 
Finally, if r,, > 4Bj~r = 3/ n, and p < 4rr then all the conditions needed for 
Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied. 
We conclude that a unique stable periodic solution of the Rayleigh equation 
exists in the strip 1 x 1 < d6 for sufficiently small p. The orbit is nearly 
circular, deviating from r0 = 2 by O(p) at most. (This result is well known.) 
4.4. We give another representation for J, given G, and a solution for G, 
given J, here. 
On introducing the substitution x cos 0 = [ in (22) one can write 
Let G be oscillatory with simple positive zeros at {t,}“, with [, -+ co, 
and let 1 $I+, [G(.$) d[ \ b e nondecreasing (a condition similar to, but less 
restrictive than Cornstock’s hypothesis on F). Notice that l/w 
provides a weighting of the loops of (G(5). Therefore J(&) will be either 
positive or negative according as 6, is the end-point of a positive or negative 
loop of [G(t), respectively. Thus J(x) will satisfy (H2a) with a zero in every 
intend (4,, t,+d. 
In conclusion, we solve the integral equation (22) for G, J now being taken 
as a known function of x. 
The continuous solution of the Schlomilch integral equation 
u(x) = -$ j,‘” o(x cos 4) d$ (23) 
is [8] 
V(X) = u(O) + x (” u’(x sin 4) d+ 
Differentiating (23) with respect to x, identifying u’ with J and v’ with G 
yields the solution of (22) as 
G(x) = ,,” J(x cos 0) d6’ + x s:” cos 6’ J’(x cos 8) de. 
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